SAVE TIME AND MAINTAIN ACCURACY
WITH PATHOLOGY SPECIMEN LABELING
HISTOLOGY CASSETTE LABELS & PATHOLOGY SLIDE LABELS

HISTOLOGY CASSETTE LABELS
We’ve engineered a new line of easy-to-use histology cassette labels.
Designed for application on cassettes prior to the tissue fixing process,
this new label provides adhesion and image stability without necessitating
the purchase and maintenance of any additional labeling equipment.
These labels are exactly what you would expect from Computype:

› Easy to use — just print-and-apply
› Permanently adhered to cassettes with no additional
equipment required

› Engineered and tested to withstand tissue fixing process

PATHOLOGY SLIDE LABELS
Every year, tens of millions of Computype labels get used in pathology labs around the world. Is your lab
using them? If not, you’re missing out on two decades of experience in creating, providing and improving
labeling solutions for pathology labs like yours. It’s this understanding that leads to great innovations like
our Flexible Lamination After Printing (FLAP) slide label. Uniquely constructed, our pathology FLAP labels are:

›M
 anufactured to withstand the chemical environments and processes of pathology staining
› Designed specifically for use on microscopic slides and/or samples
› Over-laminated for extra protection, ensuring 100% accuracy and scannability

TODAY’S LABORATORY
ENVIRONMENT CAN BE DEMANDING.

LOOK TO US FOR ALL YOUR
CRITICAL LABELING SOLUTIONS.

But that’s no reason any label product
you’re using should fail. Over the past
twenty years, we’ve put our labels and
adhesives through endless tests to
prove they’ll remain reliable, even in
the most severe conditions. Are your
current labels able to keep up with
the demands of your laboratory?

We work closely with our customers
to provide the right labels for all
your critical labeling needs. But we
do more than just labels. From
printers to scanners to label replication
systems, Computype can equip and
provide solutions for you no matter the
challenges of your lab environment.
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